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Stockholm, Sweden, Corpus Data & Image Analysis AB, announces sales and
increased attention for the DermaProbe™ system, an AI (Artificial Intelligence) based
software platform for advanced handling of analytics with various spectroscopy and
imaging data for skin diagnostics. Three systems have now been sold and delivered
for dermatology research clinics in Sweden.
DermaProbe™ is a handheld diagnostic device that works in combination with an
analytical software tool that features a wide array of applications. For instance, quick
and early diagnostics of malignant melanoma but also for diabetes induced
neuropathy examinations.
What is unique with DermaProbe™ is Corpus’ AI technology embedded in a scheme
of analytics that enables clinicians with only little training to diagnose various skin
diseases such as malignant melanoma, thereby saving time for both patients and
physicians. DermaProbe™ is intended for various medical applications and can be
included in a total software solution.
About Corpus
Corpus Data & Image Analysis AB (private) develops efficient systems to support
early detection and diagnosis of various skin cancer such as Malignant outcomes of
melanoma, basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma.
Corpus expertise and solutions is based on complex data analysis from multivariate
and hyperspectral spectroscopic measurements as well as development of
proprietary AI (Artificial Intelligence) solutions.
The company's customers are primary- and specialist care, researchers,
occupational health care, hospitals and health care centers. The aim is also to reach
out to the advanced pharmacy market.
Corpus is a Swedish Med Tech R&D company. With DermaProbe™ Corpus now
brings the project into a commercializing phase. The project has shown to be the
most effective, affordable and reliable skin diagnostics tool in the industry.
“Our advancement of Corpus’ new platform will solve many difficult tasks in the
diagnostic skin area” says Gunilla Nordström, CEO of Corpus.
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